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01
OVERVIEW

1. Overview
Cryptocurrency has been very popular for the last few years, and many more
currencies have evolved here. Cryptocurrencies have been growing in popularity in
recent years. The beginning of this booming are projects built on the Ethereum
platform. The Binance Smart Chain platform was born later, but it is growing
extremely strongly and is currently leading in the crypto currency market due to its
safety and popularity compared to other platforms. This is the reason that Zerofi is
built on the BSC platform.



Zerofi is a combat role-playing NFT game built on the Binance Smart Chain
platform with Zero Fee goal and Metaverse orientation. The advancing and
maturing NFT market creates a favorable environment for the birth of ZeroFi. ZeroFi
originally denotes "GamiFied Finance," a concept combining DeFi, NFT, and gaming.
ZeroFi is a remaking of traditional gaming business models by innovating and
blending NFT and games into a new application scenario. Zerofi brings players
entertainment, creativity through building their own NFTs. Players can also earn
extra income from playing games and from the value of their NFTs.



Certain terms have been discussed in the above passage or will be discussed in the
coming passages. DeFi means decentralized finance that's the benefit of the
Blockchain; that's Binance Smart Chain in our case. While GameFi means gaming
and decentralized finance, that is a type of gaming known as P2E, or you can say
Play to Earn. Now for the NFT's, which stands for Non-fungible tokens, we have this
kind of asset, and it may be of any kind of visual media like a picture, GIF, or video
that is sold against cryptocurrency.



The ZeroFi game offers a lot of modes for you to enjoy and earn. You can either P2E
and other fun practices discussed in the gameplay section. With Zerofi, You can
play by your own or with your friends, play anywhere and anytime you want.



NFTs have got a great global awareness in the crypto field since the last year as it
enables you to trade your crypto in exchange for some media. The space enables
people to show their abilities to create those attracting media to earn the crypto,
and Hence:



Since NFTs enable the P2E model, ZeroFi is based on the shared recognition of
their value. NFTs can generate value on their own, so the value of ZeroFi is justified
by recognizing NFTs' value. 
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1.1 What is ZeroFi
Based on the Smart Chain platforms of Binance and Metaverse, Zerofi is a combat
role-playing NFT game. Players will build their own character, train skills for it and
create a unique value for their own character. Characters and equipment can be
traded on the Marketplace through our 2 tokens, ZERI and ZEUS. Please note that
you will only use these 2 currencies in the game.

1.2 Our Aim
Our goal is to explore the infinite possibilities of NFT as a creativity infrastructure,
subvert existing content and value sharing models with community co-creation and
sharing mechanisms, so creativity and value can once again flourish in
communities. Together with developers, and in a spirit of co-creation and sharing,
we'll build a metaverse with universally recognized NFT assets. Thereby, players
can happily relax while experiencing the game.

1.3 Our Idea
Our basic idea is to show everyone that it is possible to make money and enjoy
playing at the same time with Zerofi. In addition, Zerofi also overcomes some of the
current issues of games built on Binance Smart Chain, which is the low processing
speed and the high fee to participate in the games.
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02
OUR FEATURES

2. Our Features
2.1 Play to earn
Your time is a valuable asset. And that's what we take care of a lot. There's a built-in
function like other games that you earn but not similar other games, with Zerofi, you
will earn real-time money, which is ZERI and ZEUS (2 tokens used in the game). 



You might think, how is it possible to earn money by playing the game? The fact is,
this is all real and true, and we are here offering you to play our character-based
game and earn. So why not expose yourself to more than one task at a time. Amuse
yourself by taking part in realistic combat and make money for yourself.





 NFT Marketplace
2.2.
With multi-characters and equipment inventory, Zerofi is expected to bring a new
experience to players. The Marketplace is where you can buy/sell characters to
earn ZERI or buy/sell equipment to earn ZEUS



With the internal NFT transfer feature, players can give, receive and exchange NFT
flexibly and securely.



The core strength of the character comes from your fighting skills and partly from
auxiliary equipment. A character with good equipment along with skilled player will
be able to win and get more rewards.




2.3. ZeroFi Metaverse
We have the orientation to develop Zerofi in the direction of metaverse through the
development of graphics and technology. Accompanying other Tech Corps, we
want to bring players the most real feeling and experience. 



Maintaining and growing the number of players is vital to every project. That's why
Zerofi team always tries to update new trends, improve and build the game in line
with the trend so that players always have new experiences and really enjoy the
game from time to time.
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2.4. Clan
Clan building has been a part of game. Clan mode is necessary to keep the players
of your team and group around you and let other groups/clans know about yours.
Clan mode offers your clan a certain identity and enables your team to compete
with the other under the clan name. 



Build up your clan today and gather your friends and start playing today. ZeroFi
helps you connect with others and enjoy the experience of combat beside your
Family and Friends.




2.5. Arena of fame

Every month, the top players with the highest-ranking points will be selected to
participate in the championships tournament at the end of the year. It keeps you
updated on everyone there to compete with you in the battlegrounds. Quest for the
best urges you to compete for that one and learn more tactics to earn more. You
should maintain your position to earn more and more. Become the winner of "Arena
of Fame to receive worthy rewards and be honored on the PVP leaderboard system.
The player staying on the leaderboard will also be receiving a different gift for
different events. Follow Arena of fame and let's climb to the top ranking.

2.6. Staking
By holding Zeri and NFT, you can earn additional income through staking. Featuring
this feature, Zerofi not only serves as a game, but it also serves as an investment,
your future asset. 



The more NFTS & tokens you stake, the more rewards you will get. We will offer a
variety of staking options so you can choose the one that works best for you.
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03
GAME PLAY

3. GAME PLAY
With ZeroFi, you can choose to play from many different game modes. You can play
solo, play with friends (clan mode), fight monsters, or fight the big boss together.
Besides, special modes such as Mystic lands and more are to come soon. The
choice is yours for entertainment and extra income. You must own at least one
character (NFT) to join the game. ZERI allows you to either buy it directly or collect
NFT pieces for free to own it. Once you have collected enough NFT pieces, you can
combine them to own them. By owning only one character, players can participate
in the game and earn rewards.

3.1. Solo mode
The solo mode has been the only mode in the old offline games. This mode proves
to be a way to showcase your bravery, skill, and stamina to compete with all the
players in the lobby alone. You will participate in a battle with 5 other players in 2
minutes. The top 3 players with best skills will receive the rewards.

3.2. Team mode
In team mode, you can dive the match with your friends, and you can challenge
others to compete with you. 3 players will form a team and the team battle will last
for 2 minutes. The reward is only for the winning team. So, improve your skills,
choose the right teammates and stay united to bring victory to your team.

3.3. Zombie mode
Zombie modes have been a part of the fun in almost all games. The zombie mode
that we offer is far better than the games of its kind. Most of the games of such kind
still don't have such a mode. You can enter in the Zombie mode either with your
clan or you can dive in alone to compete.



You must survive waves of zombies to obtain in-game rewards (weapon shards,
tokens, equipment shards
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3.4. Big Boss
The big boss is a very strong creature, and it's really difficult to defeat it. It's
intentionally made powerful for the players to damage it and earn in-game points.
The idea behind the big-boss was brought in from the old games where you were
supposed to defeat a huge monster to move to the next stage or win the game and
end the storyline. Now you will have it every day before you to defeat that is
seemingly impossible, and it is a chance for you to earn more than usual. It seems
like a golden opportunity waiting for you to grab. 



Remember, the more effort you put in, the more you get the yield, and that's true in
every industry. Give your best to defeat Big Boss so that you can get a special
reward and other rewards that are waiting for you right there.




3.5. Mystic lands
You like to solve mysteries? It's for you the mystic lands waiting for you. During your
course of playing the normal mode in the game, you need to collect the pieces for
the mystic lands, and that is when you complete all the pieces, you merge them to
create the entry coupon for the mystic land in a different game mode. The mode is
different from the normal modes that you will have been playing till then, and this is
different because it contains whole new maps and a whole new biome of different
creatures in there. But as a part of this, your aim will still be focused on the rewards.
Let's look forward to the rewards in special mode because it's a big surprise and it
will not let you down.
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04
TOKEN OPERATION
MECHANISMS

4. Token Operation Mechanisms
In our ecosystem, there are two tokens, ZERI (Main Token) and ZEUS ( Game token ).
This mechanism can be illustrated and easily understood through a flow chart.

You can either start from zero or invest in your account, but either way, your
destination will let you find itself. 



Tokens can only be obtained through release-stake-withdrawal, the only stable
mechanism for players to obtain tokens in games. Tokens are preserved in value
and can be continuously released through this mechanism over a long period.
Based on the platform's revenue, a set quantity of coins will be released each
month, with the specific quantity determined by algorithms. 
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4.1. ZERI
The total supply of tokens is 500 million, which is good for its startup and you can
also check the division of this supply in the coming tokenomics section.



ZERI is the main token and only gained through staking or winning in special modes
(game mode with high requirements for players). The rate is calculated properly in
order to stabilize the price for a long time and avoid inflation.



Some features of the ZERI token in the game:



• These tokens can be used to purchase NFTs directly. The option enables you to
deal directly in the world of cryptocurrency. 



• Rewards when Staking NFT, Staking ZERI or play to earn in special modes.


4.2. ZEUS
The creation of daily ZERI in the market will cause the price of the token to slide
down, and also it will affect the NFT market that the prices of NFTs will also go
down. And if its inverse is done, the prices will rise so much that the markets will be
inaccessible. Therefore, a solution is needed to control inflation and stabilize the
price of the main token. That's why ZEUS (game token) was created.



ZEUS has the following functions:



• Players can purchase in-game items with this currency; this is like different in
game currencies. 



• Playing games (PVP, PVE) will reward you ZEUS too that you can use in the in
game shop, so it's also a kind of engagement for the players because it will have
items that one cannot purchase with other tokens.



• ZEUS allocation: Unlimited supply; first 100 million ZEUS will be added to the
ZEUS/BUSD pair. That will provide a great boost for the first start-up.
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4.3 Tokenomic

• 4% of the tokens will be available for seed sales.



• 16% of the tokens will be available for private sales.



• 3% as Public sale.



• 3% of the tokens will be used to provide liquidity.



• 45,5% of the tokens are reserved for the ecosystem.



• 10% of the tokens will go to the developing team.



• 5% of the tokens will go to the advisor.


• 12% of the tokens will be used for marketing, acquisitions, & licenses.


• 1,5% of the tokens will be used for airdrop.
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4.4. Detailed token metrics
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05
ROADMAP

5. ROADMAP

5.1. Q4 2021
• Story and character Build Up: The story for the game will be available in the story
mode. There will be certain characters in the game that will have successive
differences from one another for the characters. Each character will have its powers
and abilities. 



• Deploy contract, Audit Contract: Contract will be checked carefully many times
by technical team and independent audit company



• Beta Launch: There will be a test launch for a short time to check any runtime
issues that will be actively solved by the ZERI Team that will put its hard effort into
removing those glitches.
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5.2. Q1 2022
• Seed and Private Sale: The seed and private round are organized with the
purpose to provide resources and support throughout the development process of
the project. We are seeking suitable investors and advisors to accompany us.



• Public Sale: The project will be open for public sales on various launchpad
platforms.



• NFT Marketplace Launch: After the launch of the platform, we will be starting to
make the NFT's marketplace active so that you can buy and sell NFT.



• Official Game Launch – Solo Mode, Team Mode: After having the backend ready
now it will be the time when the game will be made public to you, and it will first be
launched with two of its modes one will be solo mode, and other will be team/clan
mode. 


5.3. Q2 2022
• PvE 1.0 Launch (Zombie Mode): After testing the previously launched modes that
have been tested and modified duly, we will be deploying the next mode that will
be the zombie mode.



• More Partnerships Connected, Marketing Expansion: When our system is
running smoothly, we will focus on its social media marketing to urge more
investors to partner with ZERI. After that, we will be putting a lot more effort into the
marketing campaigns through ads on social media and websites.



• Staking Function: Staking function is launched with various options and
corresponding ROIs.
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5.4. Q3 2022
• Top Exchanges Listing: We will apply for listing on some of the top centralized
exchanges. 



• PvP 2.0 Launch: continue to develop, upgrade new version, fix bugs (if any) from
PvP 1.0



• PvE 2.0 Launch (Monster Mode): Then after the Multiplayer mode, we will be
introducing the new game mode in PVE that will be the monster mode that is, in
fact, a new way for you to earn more. The monster will appear once a day, and you
will have a chance to fight the 

monster to get the special rewards for all the damage you will deal the monster.



• Metaverse Integration: After the game is developed to its final, we will be going
for the integration of metaverse for our game. It will move towards the world of a
decentralized virtual world. 


5.5. Q4 2022
• Diversify Equipment System, Marketplace Upgrade: Perform changes, upgrade
equipment system and Marketplace, bring a new experience to players.



• First PvP Championship: After the players have got the know-how about
gameplay and a large gaming pool is developed, we will be launching a
championship for PvP.





• Global PvP Tournament: After winning the championship, the winners from
different regions will be called in for the Global tournament. The players from
different regions will be competing globally with each other. There will be the main
leaderboard of the global tournament containing the world ranking of the players.



• Metaverse Launch: After such a successful era of the world, we will be heading
towards the metaverse launch that will evolve the game off the screen to the virtual
world
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06
DECLARATION

6. DECLARATION
This document is intended solely for recipients who have requested information
about the program, and it does not constitute any future investment guidance, a
contract, or engagement.



Participants in the ZERI Token Distribution Project understand and accept the
project's risks and are willing to bear those risks personally. Neither the project
team nor its members will accept responsibility for any direct or indirect losses that
may arise from its implementation. ZERI tokens are cryptographic codes used in
transactions and do not represent equity, earnings rights, or project control. In light
of the many uncertainties surrounding the digital currency itself (including, but not
limited to, the general regulation of digital currencies in different countries, fierce
competition in the industry, and the technical loopholes of the digital currency
itself), we cannot guarantee the success of the project. This project faces a risk of
failure, which means the project's tokens could become invalid as well. Even
though the team is committed to working hard to solve any problems that may
arise, there are still uncertainties that will affect the project in the future. It is
important to remember that support for and participation in this project must be
rational and based on a full understanding of the risks of Blockchain. All operations
comply with all local laws, regulations, and regulatory requirements. Whenever a
legal issue arises, it is advisable to speak to a local attorney.



Members of the ZERI community are entitled to hold additional ZERI tokens or to
relinquish them in the future, regardless of whether they have acquired them. Token
holding also implies the right to use and spend smart contracts on the Zeri
blockchain platform. The ZERI Foundation makes no guarantees or tunneling to
ZERI purchasers to the extent permitted by law. Additionally, purchasers should
know that there are no returns or refunds after purchasing ZERI tokens. A dispute
will be resolved by negotiation between the parties involved by the contract. Legal
action will be taken, if negotiation fails to resolve the dispute.
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07
CONTACT US

7. Contact Us
Twitter: @Crypto_ZeroFi



Telegram: @zerofi_group



Discord: https://discord.com/invite/wfe47kXmjP
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